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Kinematograph Exhibition
oF

"FLYING A" FILMS
is given daily in the chief Cinema Theatres throughout the
country, and at our Showrooms to Members of the Trade.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26th, 1913.

No. 3.

THE FAMOUS WESTERN CLASSICS
which

have made the reputation of the "Flying A,"
are now supplemented by regular releases of

" FLYING A' DRAMAS
"FLYING A" COMEDIES
"FLYING A" SCENICS
A Representative Programme.

THE

TRADE

MARK
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S Yesterday at the Show.
O 000000000000 - 0-0-00000-0-000
ESTERDAY things were naturally somewhat
quieter than on Bank Holiday at the Exhibition .
For all that there was a very satisfactory attendance, and during the late afternoon and evening the
scene was a busy one.

Y

*

*

*

To-day and to-morrow (Thursday) the Show is likely
to be largely visited by exhibitors from the provinces,
judging by the number of letters we have received
from readers coming to London for the purpose.

*

*

*

Something really novel in the way of cameras is shown
on one of the several benches to be found in the Museum
section.
It is termed " The Crux," and is a trichromatic camera, patented by Mr. E. C. Townsend of " The
Nook," Vine Place, Brighton.

Publicity matter in -an attractive form is helpful to you. Our Posters, Booklets Postcards
and Photographs are designed primarily to be helpful to you. Get in touch with us' and fet us
tell you about them.
Akla PRINTS ON E^STMT^N STOCK.

THE AMERICAN COMPANY (London), Ltd.,
Sole Agents for
THE AMERICAN FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CHICAGO,

Kincmato/îraph House, 101 WARDOUR STREET, W.

*

*

.):

Mr. G. Anderson is vacating his position with the Elite
Sales Agency, Ltd., of 99 Charing Cross Road, W.C.,
and Mr. J. M. Downie has been appointed general
manager to succeed him. Mr. Downie has been general
manager of M.P. Sales Agency, Ltd., since its inception,
more recently acting as general Continental manager.
The Elite Sales contemplate some interesting developments in the near future.

This camera, which was yesterday subjected to the
critical scrutiny of a number of members of the Royal
Photographic Society, is constructed on lines which do
not conform in any respects to preconceived ideas of
such instruments—as may be understood when an expert among the members referred to, characterised it as
a scientific phenomenon.

A word of congratulation is due to Mr. S. C. Tid ly
for the excellent organising work he has done for the
Exhibition in connection with the Educational, the
Overseas Dominions, and the Museum Sections.
He
entered upon the arduous duties these involved with
characteristic enthusiasm; and spared himself nothing
to make them as representative and interesting as
possible.
His unvarying courtesy has made him many
friends both before and since the Exhibition opened,
and many exhibitors feel much indebted to him for
the able way in which he managed the allotment of
the stand spaces on the eve of opening. His work lias
been invaluable.

The salient points about the camera are these : it
takes three or four chromatically adjusted negatives
simultaneously ; the images register accurately for
printing purposes ; the speed with which it is operated
is equal to all demands of portrait and other work ;
identical panchromatic plates are employed for all colours ; the colour value of any of the images can be varied
to suit circumstances ; the widest aperture lenses and
widest view-angles arc alike employable and complete

There was an idea prevalent throughout the Exhibition yesterday that the stock of eatables and drinkables
provided each day by Messrs. Lyons would be suddenly
stopped owing to a strike impending among either the
bakers or waiters and waitresses. Nobody seemed quite
sure what was imminent and whence trouble was likely
to come, but the most satisfactory thing of all was that
there was no break in the service of the commissariat
department.

*

Stands for Quality, Acting, and Interest.

adjustments are provided for all parts. From all this
it would seem to be a remarkable instrument.
E-^V 'ÏZ'.'*'. -' i ; '''Tv'!
*
* '
*
Showmen who are up for the Exhibition this week
and who are on the look out for good comics should not
miss paying a visit to "Flying A," at 101 Wardour
Street. They have, in " Calamity Anne's Beauty,''
easily the best of a series which has more than " made
good."

*

*

i

THE KINEMATOGRAPH DAILY.
There is often something of a cacophony at times in the Exhibition, caused by the competition of sound-producing machines,
l or instance, the conjunction of an " effects " contrivance
giving an imitation of a motor horn while a gramaphone is grinding out a dolorous romance, is not a combination of the most
euphonious character. But the rivalling ^of the Stentorphone
and à Kinesounds machines, with one reproducing a contralto
warbling of " peace " and the other depicting horses prancing
and galloping, with the wild halloes of a hunt, is not designed
to soothe the savage breast in the way music is said to do.
*

*

*

But at any rate these machines add to the general sense of
activity—and there is plenty of activity at the Exhibition
probably much more than many anticipated would be the carte.
,
*
'*
• "
The Award Film Service (of which Mr. Albany Ward, of
Weymouth, and Mr. Wells, are the ruling spirits) have no less
than 27 picture theatres, mostly in the South and West of England.

*

*

*

Messrs. Ruffell's Imperial Bioscope Syndicate, Ltd., are moving into their new offices at 8 and 9 Long Acre', W.C., on Saturday next. When this well-known firm has settled into its new
home it will possess one of the largest suites of offices in the Trade,
covering no less than 20,000 superficial feet. The new shôwrooms
will be 120 ft. long and have an average width of 40 ft. The
general offices will bo 160 ft. by 50 ft., and the film storage and
repairs shops will be 136 ft. by 50 ft. The exclusives department
and projecting theatre will be on the first floor.
*

»

»

The first annual dinner of the Kinematograph Exhibitors'
Association of Great Britain and Ireland will take place on Thursday at the Waldorf Hotel. Aldwych. Tickets may be obtained
from the Secretary, Broadmead House, Panton Street, Haymarket, S.W.
*

*

*

Perhaps the most inspiriting section of the Exhibition, though
one would have liked to have seen it extended considerably
is the Museum—or nucleus of a museum. The selection of
apparatus, early literature and films has the fascination which
always attaches to the " small beginnings " of what has since
grown into so immense and important a trade. These intencsting exhibits were continually surrounded by a crowd of

It is interesting to note that the National Cash Register Co.
.carry, precept into practice. One of the chiefs of their big English
staff, Mr. H. C. Banwell, is not only a contributor to the Conference in the Industrial Welfare Section, with an instructive
paper on the harnessing of the kinematograph to commercialprojects, and its use as a lever to social improvement, but at
the spacious premises in Tottenham Court Road, the company
•have "two large projecting theatres, fitted completely for kine-.
matograph displays. Through Mr. Banwell's courtesy, we were
permitted to inspect these theatres, and found them and their
apparati to be models worthy of the industry. There is approximately £506 worth of film in the library annexe, as well as
a big and valuable collection of lantern slides.

*

*

*

That a real fillip has been given to the kinematograph industry
by several of the largest companies in England and America
having their interests —factories, offices and manufacturing
procedure— filmed, cannot be gainsaid. It is stated that one
firm alone— the National Cash Register Co., who keep over 7,000 .
hands employed at their factory at Dayton, Ohio—expended
something like /io.ooO on securing a reproduction of their
varied activities, most of which have been treated by the Kinemacolor process. The films make a permanent and highly
valuable

record of this firm's remarkable evolution in the

course of a few years.

*

*

*

The Foreign Press Section is an annexe to the International.
It has been formed by a collection of many of [the most prominent journals and reviews on the Oantinent deypted to the isvterests of Kinemaitography. Among the more important of these
we note the "Courrier Cinematographic," "Cine Journal,''
"L'Education au Foyer," of Paris;- "Projektion," of
Berlin ;
"Der Kinematograph," of Dusseldorf ; "'La Vita Cinematographica" and "La Cinemategrafia Iitaliana ed Estera,'' of Turin;
" LUluztrcmone Cmemaofica," 'of Milan; "El Munilo 'Cinamato grafico," of Barcelona; "CCne Phono," of Moscow; "Moving
Picture World." of New York; and "Der Kinematograph," of
Amsterdam.
In addition to these periodical, publications the
firms of Charles Mendal and Gau'their Villars, of Fan's, exhibit
a comprehensive collection of Kine.maitographic and photographic works. These give a good rounding off to wTuit is more
epheneral. though none the less interesting.

gazers, and we hope the suggestion can be acted upon that
this exhibit should be made the basis of a permanent collection.

*

*

,*V * :' ;/ V' .7"

One of the smartest stands, by common consent, is that of
the Walturdaw Co., whose brilliantly lighted kaleidoscopic
star at once attracts attention. Close by, Hepworth's make a
striking display of apparatus, artistes' photos, etc., while in an
adjacent theatre displays of their popular Vivaphone arc given
at brief intervals to big audiences.

*

*

*

Among tlie chief exhibits in the French section are the Kinematograph machines and accessories! shown (by Delvine of Paris.
He provides for inspection his "Optima" perforating machine—
which lie -claims is "impossible to get out of order"; and his
"Le Parro" camera, a new model introduced only this year.
He also hast machines on exhibit for positive printing, brushing,
titling and cleaning machines, as well as ingenious special apparatus for taking scientific views which will well repay inspection. Developing frames, tanks and materials help to intake up
an exceedingly ^interesting array.

Scene (rem Flying " A " Film.

THE
Length 1,000 ft.

COWBOY HEIR.
Relaased April 16th.
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A BIRD'S-EYE

VIEW

OF THE

SHOW.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
SECTION.

\
\

In the words of the promoters the aim of the iReligious l£ducation Section is to demonstrate the yalue of the Kineniatograph in furthering the interests of religious and plulanthropie
associations by bringing them 'before the public, i'hey further
hope to show how lUhis wonderful latter-aay invention can be
enlisted in the service of the canse by assisting, in illustrating
religious and moral instruction iu Church and Sunday School.
At the Conference a discussion will take (place as to the best
methods to adopt to develop the possibilities oi the Kinonia
along these lines. If one may gauge the success achieved by
the completeness of the exhibits gathered together in this section, and by the representative character of the religious, philanthropic and business institutions which each contribute their
quota to the whole, then this section may assuredly be written
down as thoroughly justifying all the care and trouble expended
upon it.
*
*
*
The gentlemen constituting the advisory (Committee were
responsible for the suggestion of ideas of all sorts, kinds and
descriptions, as was perhaps natural seeing that the list is a
long and representative one, and contains the names of clergy
and ministers of all denominations, may of whom occupy a
distinguished (position in their own particular field of activity.
*
*
*
Considerations of space preclude a lengthy description oi each
of the exhibits in this section, but we may briefly mention
some of the most striking as we proceed. Beginning with the
Church Army—the admirable institution which Prebendary
Carlisle, the Vicar of St. Mary at Hill, City, has so laboriously,
and so successfully built up during the last few years—we find
on the stall a number of exhibits illustrating its work both
religious and social. Appropriate literature, slides and films
also find a place here. Known as a Working People's Mission
to Working People, the evangelistic department of the Church
Army) superintends the placing of evangelists and mission
sisters under the clergy in various parishes in the United Kingdom. Over 2,000 have been trained by the Society. Under
this department are also included prisons, barracks, reformatories, 'workhouses, colportage, lantern missions, the visiting of
publieihouses and of lodging-houses, seaside missions, etc. The
social department has the charge of 120 labour and lodging
homes, and other agencies in I/ondon and throughout the provinces, etc. Classified rescue homes for wiomen are also carried
on. £50,000 has been paid in wages to inmates of the Society's
homes. There is also an emigration department, and many
other excellent agencies of a religious, and philantliropic character conducted by this excellent institution.

SKETCHES AT THE SHOW.
By Our Special Artist.

We come next to the Cliurcli ILads' Brigade, a world-wide
organisation for the training of lads between the sages of 13
and 19 as Churchmen and patriotic citizens by the adoption of
military discipline and method.
Here tliere is an exhibit of
literature, uniforms, slides and films. The Boys' Brigade .contribute a number of slides illustrating many phases of their
work. The Y.M.C.A. send photographs., films and slides illustrating their educational, social and religious work. The Scripture Gift Mission have a series of beautiful slides illustrating
Biblical subjects. The Sunday School Union have an exhibit
of lantern slides, pictures, charts, mottoes and diagrams illustrating various principles of imparting religious instruction.
The Baptist Missionary Sooiety provide, films of missionary
work and native life on the Congo, -which are said to be the
only tp.ictures of the Congo in existence, ;and ' pictures of India
and Ceylon shewing the manners and customs of the people,
and the missionary at work. [Finally we have the London Misisionary Society represented (by a set of pictures illustrating
native life and mission work in China. Altogether a most attractive section.

eRnemnnn
The

Largest and Most

Important Exhibit
in the Exhibition.
YOU

CAN'T MISS

US

(right at the end of the centre gangway).

DON'T PASS

l/S.

Some really important innovations in

CAMERAS, Etc.
Exhibited by THE

eRnemnnn
APPARATUS CO.,
9 Great Newport Street,-

-W.C.
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The Genesis of the Kinematograph
A Record of Failure which led to Success.
By W. FRIESE-GREENE.
One of the Pioneers of the Industry.

"/ was permitted ti see the germ of the great Film Industry which we have to-day. But I Utile thought then
that it would be my good fortuite to see it grow and expand as it has done, until to-day the picture theatre,
and the making of film plays have certainly increased the seven wonders of the world to nine."
During 1885 and 1884 I was experimenting with a Mr. Rudge
at Bath, and trying bo obtain animated movement by taking
pictures on a glass plate. To some extent I succeeded, and
during 1885 the results were shown at a technical meeting of
the then Photographic Society of Great Britain. The apparatus
I then used was one for taking pictures by turning a handle.
Subsequently I made an instrument having a travelling chain
in the form of a circle in 'which were a number of openings,

cb>Mo

PKIESE GREENE AS A BOY.

that a long strip of celluloid with a (sequence ctf pictures upon
it would solve the problem. At this time little was known of
celluloid in long lengths, but in experimenting with some that
I made myself with my assistent and a MarV Vragai-ra-, I succeeded fairly well, and thus I was peimritted to see the germ of
the great film industry which we have (t|j"dlay. But I little
thought then that it would /be my good fortune to see it grow
and expand as it has done, until to-day the picture theatre
and the milking of "film plays have certainly increased the seven
wonders of the world to nine.
At this early stage of producing celluloid film I catme in touch
with Mr. Mortimer Evansl, a clever engineer, and between us
we designed 'a new (machine th take this celluloid film.
This
cannera for taking photagraplis on films inteirmittently at a rapid
rate I consider is the germ ctf everything used to-day in Kinemaitography.

point looking across the street. The houses on the opposite
side wljuld remain stationary, and the procession would pass
along, each minute mcvement as it actually took place (at this
given, point being rep-resented. The name of Friese-Greene, the
eminent photographer of Brooke Street-, W., .will become familiar
throughout the land in connection with an invention by .which
all these 'effects icon he produced. He lias invented a peculiar
kind wf camera, tb outward appearance not unlike an American
crga-nette, handle and all, laibout one foot square.. .
"This instrument is pointed at a particular moving object,
and by (turning the handle several photographs are taken each
second. These iare converted into transjDawencies, and placed in
succession upon a Hong .strip, which is .wound on Allers and
passed through a lantern af peculiar construction (also the invenltkn of Mr, Friese-Greene), and by its agency projected
upon a screen. When the reproduction of speeioh is also desired

for the purpose of holding circular transparent glass plates.
This was 'worked by chckwork and kept continually going round,
each picture appearing before the face of the lens in turn. A
huge weight like an old clock acted as a mechanism to cause the
movement, which was steadied by uneans of a gyroscope.
Hut the movement was jerky, which gave me the idea of
experimenting with two lenses converging into one another.
But it was still jerky, and this suggested trying three lenses,
with one picture remaining stationary of the same subject.
This was fairly successful, but gave a long phase of motion,
and I spent about £200, and devoted a lot ctf time and thought
to it. This resulted in a further idea ctf a cheaper machine,
and ultimately this was shown at the rooms of the Photographic
«Society at their technical meeting in August, 1887. The same
machine was ishown at the 'Crystal Palace Jubilee Exhibition
of Photography.
I also showed movements with this (machine in my /window
at. 92, Piccadilly, where I had an electric light photographic
studio underground. This, however, caused such a sensation
and attracted such crowds, that the police requested me to
discontinue the exhibition, which I did, much to my regret.
I continued experimenting with this machine, but failure succeeded failure, and I began to get discouraged. I remember,
however, one morning the idea came to me as I lay in bed,

MR. VV
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VV, FRIESE-GREENE'S KARLY LABORATORY.

^fiiese- Greene,

j
SOME OP MR. FRIESE-GREENE'S EARLY APPARATUS.

The following extract f.riin the "Lantern Journal" (the forerunner af the " Kinemabograpih Weekly"), written by Mr. Hay
Taylor, reads curiously in the. light of after events, which ihavu
made the Kiueonoltograph one of the outstanding industrial
romances of the century :—

this machine is used in conjunctinn with the phtonogrsuph. Wo
have seen and examined . .the camera, and can vouch for its
doing all that is here stated."
So much attention did this article attract in the daily press1

"It would doubtless aeemi strange if upon a screen a pjjirtrait
(head) of a person were projected and this picture 6lowly
became of aai animated idiaracter, opened its -mouth and began
to talk, accompanied by an ever-changing countenance, including
the fcirmoltion of the mouth as each peculiar sound as uttered;
or if, instead of one head, two were produced!, and am argument
gone through with all the turns and twists of the head incidental dn such. It (would also appear curious to have a street
scene depicted on the screen, and for the spectators to /witness
the various horses and vehicles, running past in oil directions,
persons -walking to and fro, and dogs running oiling, all at
Varying speeds .and with life-like .motion, and not go past in a
gliding manner—all thisi not as silhouettes /but with all detail.
Strange as all this may sleemi, it is now an accomplished fact,
and the optical lantern will shortly be considered a sine qua
non <as a recording instrument.

"If the (inventor and the official "Magic Lantern Journal"
were not duped in their own enthusiasm there was a probalbility
of showing life in motion." —(December 6th, 1889).

" Imagine the .sensation that rwould be produced, if the whole
of the recent 'Lord Mayor's show were to ho .presented upon
a screen exactly as seen by a person stationed at one particular

that we find the "Daily News" saying that

I wonder rw hat the writer of the , article wt>iiM say if ho were
.present at the Kinematograph Exhibition ut Olympia this week.

YOU
Have scon a good many things at the KtoetnatograpE Exhibition that interest vou.
But have you seen " The Handbook
of Kinematography " ? You should. It is the only work of
its kind on the market and it is crammed full from cover to
cover with the most invaluable information. Ask to see it
at the KINEMATOGRAPH WEEKLY stall. Turn over a few pages
and you

WILL WANT IT-
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! Novelties at the Show.
jgj

By COLIN N. BENNETT.

I
igj

Another delight to the eye of the truly technically minded
or scientific man will be found among the Ernemann exhibits.
It is a special camera, with stand and fittings, for micro-kincmatography. This camera is naturally minus a lens in the
ordinary photographic acceptation of the term. The place
of the lens is taken by the optical system of the microscope,
which is fitted down on a base of steel built up as rigidly as
possible.
*
*
*
To aid the operator in focussing and recording moving bacteria
and the like, the camera is fitted with a special optically-worked
ground glass reflector, by means of which it is possible to watch
the image on the actual surface of the threaded sensitive film
right up to the moment of exposure. The exposure itself is
made in an instant by depressing a foot lever. Full and adequate provision for obtaining a suitably cooled and practically
mono-chromatic light beam' for critical resolution of the microscopic image is to be found in this Ernemann micro-kinematograph camera.
''-' >N

. -*

•

*

The Ernemann perforator is another strong feature, as is also
the Ernemann printer. None of these should on any account
be missed. As to the projectors and cameras on view, it stands
to reason that these will get their full and just share of attention.
Everyone makes naturally for cameras and projectors when
looking out for likely technical exhibits.
By the way, though, there is a projector of quite an out of
the way sort to be found on the stand of Messrs. Maltheser and
Maschinenbau, Berlin. In a sense, this particular projector is
as novel as anything in the show, though if only our memory went
back far enough, quite to the early and experimental days of
motion picture work, it would be remembered that the essentials
of the movement were worked out twenty or more years ago for
use with imperforated film.

*

*

*

The film shifting mechanism is, in fact, nothing other than the
ancient intermittent grip principle. In its resuscitated state
it will be found to be surrounded with many interesting refinements, not the least of which is the differential masking device
on the top sprocket. The grip itself, which moves the film quite
independently of perforations, is brought about by felt brushes
revolving continuously upon the rim of a drum, and engaging
(luring a part of each revolution with the edge of an opposing
vulcanite ring.

The Guil Pastel is to be found at M. Guilbcrt's stand, and
I was not in the least surprised to hear that its sales arc daily
going up by leaps and bounds. 1 shall not forget how surprised
1 myself was when I tested an early example of the small-sized
' Guil,' and discovered the enormous increase of lighting efficiency over the ordinary lime cylinder it afforded to the limelight user. At the same stand will be found an interesting type
of oxygen generator, while the projector also on show is a highly
workmanlike instrument and merits attention.
*
*
*
The Harper Electric piano appears before us in double-barrelled
form. With this latest instrument there arc two places where
music rolls can be fed into it, cither being switched on at will.
In such a manner the music may be changed from gay to grave
and vice versa, to suit whatever film may be showing at the
moment. Also it becomes possible to rewind a used roll while
all the time the piano is playing from a second and unused one.
The whole idea seems most excellent.
*
*
*
Wo all understand the power of a first-class effects machine
to render one hundred and fifty-six different kinds of rows and
noises to order. Is this ability combined with the admitted
fact that the firms owning them have paid for house room for.
them at Olympia sufficient reason why they should drown the
band and mock the gramophones, I mildly ask this question but at
the same time a hint is a hint.
*
*
*
What brought me to a standstill at Messrs. F}'fe Wilson's
was the sight of a large red fibre cog-wheel fitted to one of the
petrol engines of a Kelvin generating set. On enquiry of the
courteous attendant it transpired that fibre wheels have been
in use for many years, and their record is so highly satisfactory
that it is no uncommon tiling to find them stand hard wear
iictually better than similarly fashioned wheels of solid gun metal.
*
*
*
A strong feature of the Kelvin set to those who are forced by
circumstances to adopt petrol or paraffin as the fuel for their
private electric sets is the special petrol or paraffin carburettor
which not only completely vaporises the liquid drawn into it,
but subjects it to so high a temperature that it is more or less
reduced into a permanent gaseous form previous to ignition.
The result of this is that while the sets consume liquid fuel,
they behave as regards cleanliness and certainty of action more
like gas engines, and in common with the latter show great
freedom from such minor, but highly worrying evils as valvepitting and sooting up of the cylinders.
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A Remarkable EXCLUSIVE.
TO BE ISSUED IMMEDIATELY.
IN TWO

PARTS-

Comprising the following :—

PARX

I.

Length 1 500 ft.

Soldiers of the King
A subject which embodies actual incidents in the training of

ENGLAND'S DEFENDERS.
PARX II.

Length 1 500 ft.

Sons of the Sea
A splendid patriotic film showing

BRITAIN'S FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE
in ALL ITS BRANCHES.
DREADNOUGHTS, CRUISERS, Torpedo
Boats, SUBMARINES, NAVAL AIRCRAFT,
etc., etc.

MAKE SURE
you aie one of the 12,750 readers to yet ;i copy

OF

KINEMATOGRAPH

DAILY.

THE

" KINEMATOGRAPH
WEEKLY"

Address all communications to

on Thursday next. Our Journal is in such demand thai il is
out of print by Friday night every week. Thursday's issue
will contain a full detailed and copiously illustrated report
of the International Kinematograph Exhibition.

Jurys Imperial Pictures, Ltd.

It will be on sale at our Stall. To make sure you get a
copy, order it NOW from our attendant, and it will be reserved
for you

7a Upper St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.

Scene from "[Flying A " Film.

ON THURSDAY.

CALAMITY ANNE 'S VANITY.
Length 995 It.

Released April 2nd.

Telephones-7916 Gerrard (3 lines).

, Telegrams-" Jurigraph, London."
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Walturdaw Co.
LIMITED.

WILLMrtSON MOUSE

_

1886.

Est.

STANDS B 1 and 2.

TWO GOOD THINGS

(Facing Addison Road Entrance.)

Ï

::

WE DON'T WANT TO
SELL YOU ANYTHING
Only to shake you by the hand :

WILLIAMSON'S
FILM SERVICE
and

WILLIAMSON'S
ANIMATED NEWS

COME and SMOKE a CIGAR with us.
A HEARTY INVITATION given to all.

I
TWO GOOD THINGS

Walturdaw
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LONDON—
GERRARD STREET,

W.

Company,
BIRMINGHAM—
192 CORPORATION STREET.

Lancashire Agents—
Cinema Feature Film Co., 21 Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.

Limited,
9 St.

CARDIFF—
JOHN'S SQUARE

Newcastle Agents—
North Eastern Film Agency, 81 Westgate Road.

The Williamson Kinematograph Co., Ltd.
28 DENMARK STREET, Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C
Telegrams—" Kinetogram. London.'

Telephones— Gerrard 9751 (Private Exchange). Central 7393.
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STAND A 10

THE

u Well-known— fÊl
1K5 —Trade Mark %M&!z

KINEMATOGRAPH

OLYMPIA.

EXHIBITION

KELVIN ELECTRIC
GENERATING
SETS.

T

OF THE

CINES

PORTABLE AND STATIONARY.
— From 3 to 30 Kilowatts. —

SIMPLE, RELIABLE and ECONOMICAL.

(Sole Agent: G. SERRA)

BUT A CERTAIN INDICATION ON A FILM SUBJECT

FYFE, WILSON & CO.,

OF

Merit

in

Production.

Lavish Expenditure €r> Perfect Acting
arid & Completeness in Every
Detail

155a St. Vincent Street,

GLASGOW.

THANHOUSER

that have made the Cines Co.'s subjects welcome to every audience.
Every visitor to the KINEMATOGRAPH EXHIBITION
should make a point of visiting one of the theatres which
will be featuring

DRAMA, COMEDY, SCENIC & INDUSTRIAL
Subjects of unequalled excellence are issued Weekly.

ALL

FILMS

ARE

PASSED

BY THE

BRITISH

BOARD

OF

CENSORS.

If you are not on our Mailing List, send us your name and address,
—::—
and we will forward our weekly bulletin.
—::—

"Aurora

From APRIL 9th onwards.
A Superb Photoplay of the world-famous novel by Miss
M. E. BRADDON, in Thanhouser's best vein.

P y |»| I |^ j T^) R §È
^^^^^—^^—mmÊmmmÊÊm^^^—

CINES CO., 18 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C
Telegrams— Rossicines, London.

Telephone— 12912 Central.

Kloyd
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Sole
Agents :

^ "" C3n SLL '^' S stron £ feature screened at our Showrooms
during the present week.
Length 2,000 feet.

WESTERN IMPORT Co., Ltd.,

West! I m

House, 4 Gerrard Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.
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PATENTS PAY
IF

A

YOU

EMPLOY

PATENT
WHO

WE
AND

UNDERSTANDS

SPECIALIZE
ARE

RECOGNIZED

IN

AGENT
THE

SUBJECT

KINEMATOGRAPHY

AUTHORITIES

ON

COLOUR

WORK.

NO CHARGE for Advice.
:
Come and see us or write for information.
Appointments by Telephone 738 Holborn, or Telegrams to "Segment, Holb, London."

RAYNER & CO.,

-PATENT

AGENTS, -

37 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, w.c.

WHitiiYg Êr>
Telegrams— Tipups.

BRISTOL.

Telephone—3768.

Complete Theatre Ft*ri\isHers.
Don't fail

to

examine

our Stand at the Exhibition

Sole Manufacturers of W. & B. Patent Portable Tip-up Chairs— require no fixing whatever.
Fibrous Plaster, Curtains, Orchestra Rails, Settees, etc. Sole Agents for Stevenson & Howell's celebrated

RED
GERM

BULL

BRAND |A.G.

DESTROYING

PERFUMES

In a variety of Odours in 1-oz., 4-oz., and 8-oz. Bottles

At 1/6 per ounce.

HIRE,

HIRE-PURCHASE , SALE.

PARTICULARS

Martin Harper ïss? Climax Ticket Machine, Ltd.,
16 CECIL COURT, ST. MARTIN'S
"Phone— 1321 Regent.

LANE,

LONDON, W.C.
' Grams— " Ticketomie, London."
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The Beslite Screen
You have heard oî it, because everybody is talking oî it.

At the OLYMPIA
Stand devoted to

COME AT ONCE

COLUMBIA

Daylight Pictures.

Graphophones

Don't be put off, see it demonstrated.
— :—
Call at

—j

the ^Sunshine.
Dulk Weather.
brilliantly lighted Auditoriums,
the Drawing Room,
the Open at Night,
fact, an Innovation.

Stand A 7
and Demonstrating Theatre - -

It gives the finest picture and sives 30 per cent, in electric current.
•Old customers will come to thank us and new ones to get up-to-date

The above advantages are claimed for this latest invention,

BESLITE

SCREEN

CINEMA THEATRE.
We will show you how the Columbia
Graphophone will pay you, as used in Leading
Cinemas throughout the country. It will

— RELIEVE YOUR PIANIST
— PROVIDE ATTRACTIVE INTERLUDES
— APTLY FILL IN BREAKDOWNS
— MAKE A SAFE "VARIETY TURN"
— PLAY YOUR AUDIENCES IN
— PLEASE ALL BY ITS QUALITY

COY.,

Gloucester Mansions, Cambridge Circus,
(Opp. Palace Theatre) 140a Shaftesbury Avenue,
LONDON, W.

to perfect.

STAND No. 6

IN THE

ANNEXE:

Only Address : — THE

which has taken year

We undertake to prove to you the immense advantages of these instruments

Qui si parla Italiano.
Caluma Amolto.

On parle Français.
Man spricht Deutsch.

The Columbia Graphophones supplied ready to
take, without any alteration, the Vivaphone
Singing Pictures, and gives the best results of
any instrument made.

in THE ANNEX, Kinematograph Exhibition, March 22-29th. 1913.
The Screen we now beg to introduce to the Trade was
in use at the Agricultural Hall, from December last until
February this year, in daylight, and at night exposed to the
glare of three 1000-candle power arc tamps without detriment
to the picture.

YOU

DON'T

KNOW

How little you know until you have read
these three books. Full of real useful
and valuable nformation.
<=$=>
3/- pose free.

The cost of current is infinitesimal.

Was used throughout the run of —

"The Miracle" at Covent Garden.
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS WRITE

THE UNIVERSAL SCREEN and EQUIPMENT
GOmpaiiy
JohnBulmans Daylight Screen)
Limited,
STREATLEV HOUSE,

—

226 PICCADILLY, W.

FOR

DESCRIPTIVE

BOOKLET. —

ROBERTS & CO.

also for quotations for—

OPAQUE, COTTON AND SILVER SCREENS.
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Obtainable at our Stand at the Exhibition.
Works

WRITE

.— Manchester and Deacon Street, S.E.

BERNERS

ST.,

LONDON,

W.
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Always something new on Exhibit.
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LIGHTING.

PERFORATED
STOCK.

Our ads. bring us business, let us make business for you.

Negative or
Positive.

F'E'W " TRBSSORIBS,

Foot 1 ights.
Price according to length, etc.

lid. per foot.
ELECTRIC

S1GN3.

A most attractive and irieVrH'Hsiy,fc Fiiiia.
application according 10 ii/e.

The Poster and Announcement Maker.

PORTABLE

DEVELOPING

Price ou

OUTFIT.

Consisting of one each Developing, Washing and Fixing
lanks, and six frames, 59/6.

THE

AIRBRUSH.
PERCH
SPOOL CARRYIN
4 Spools. 6 '9.

1

AMD

5

BOXES.

BUNCH

Complete with Colour
Wheel, 29/6.

STORING CASE.
Spools, 7/9.

LIGHTS

from 27/6.

BIO CiïCHESTRON.

DO call and have same
demonstrated.

The only instrument of its kind without
complications.
Combined organ, piano
and zither, £45.
BEAD PENDANTS.

In Red, W hite, Amber and C.rerii 3
doz., also 1/6 each. 15/6 doz.
LE

each, 33/-

MARVILLE.

The sprayer that gives a continuous silent fine
spray for 15 minutes, consumes less extract than
any other sprayer.

REPOUSSE BOARDS.

EXIT

Simple, effective and im-

possible to get out of order. You must see it to
be convinced."

Gentlemen's

1
filings.

Complete with wall
Stock length 4 ft. 6 in.
Price 11/9.

BARRIER

ROPES.

Si ze 3 ft. 4* ins.
EFFECTS.

Co-nbined china and glass crash, wood crash, 19/6.
Prices of an other Effects on application.
MUSIC STANDS, 10/9.
ORCHESTRA LIGHTS AND FITTINGS, 4/11.

EKBUSKCr
EXIT

ILLUMINATED

LETTERS.

Well-seasoned ivuod letters, four coals oil colour, oue
of enamel, any shade. Wired complete with lamps
and lamp holders, fixed on iron rails, ready to attach
to building, 11/9 per letter inclusive.

BOX SIGNS.
7/9

7/9
L.C.C

Made of solid copper.
any wording 35/6 each.

Suitable for Gas or Flectric

MERRY WIDOW

Arv Wording to order,

7/9

ELECTRIC

INDICATOR.

The last word in Number Indicators. Fitted in
gilt frame, complete with controller, 65 '6. Suitable
for all voltages and currents.

ILLUMINATED
PROGRAM

Made of well seasoned solid oak, highly polished, any
shade. Including name of the theatre written in
English gold and shaded black, from 19/6.

FEATURE

SIGNS.

Box^form, with solid oak front and copper ornaments,
transparent glass alphabet. Size 10 ft. by 17 in.
£9 17s. 6d., including wiring for any voltage.

AND POSTER BOARDS.
THE LIMIT.

1 2 . 3 and 4 way Ticket Issuer. The only machine
that registers in the Manager's Office.
From £7 7s. to £9 19s. 6d.

A Few Lines worth
your attention.
LOOSE

LETTERS

PROGRAM

ORCHESTRA RAILS AND

FOR

BOARDS.

Red Capitals, white Lower
Case, 18/9 set of 750
assorted.

CURTAINS.

Prices, with Drawings, on receipl of leqiiircmeuts.

Roll Tickets oi 1,000— i doz., 3/6, 100 25/-, 1,000
£11 9s. 6d. Roll Tickets, boxes, 4 compartments,
4/9, 5 and 6 do., 6/9.
2,000 CP. Outside Arcs, 4 amps, 37/6.
Indirect Lighting Fittings, 14/Projecting Arc, 40 amps, £2 10s. 70 amp do., £3 10s.
Resistances, 70 v., 70 amps, £2 7s. 6d. Do., 240
volts, £3 7s. 6d.
Metal Filament Lamps, low voltage, 1/6, high voltage,

Suspending form as abu»e, only for interior use,
£5 15s.

2/-

THE

VACUUM CLEANER.
GILT MIRRORS.
All

sizes stocked from 9/9 to 37/6.

Electric, tor all voltages £8 17s. 6d,
Hand Pattern, £3 3s. On.

KINECAM.

The Camera with the reputation. Has the largest
sale of any apparatus of its kind in Great Britain and
Colonies, U.S.A., and the Continent. (List of Agents
on application.)
Made of well -seasoned polished Mahogany, Plated
Fittings, capacity 200 ft., specially designed Gate to
insure Perfect Contact. Focussing Device, View
Finder, Loose Front giving access to Shutter, Twofold Stand. Including Neostigmar lens, F3, Ç5 19s. 6d.
complete. Negative or Positive Film (perforated)
Ud. per ft. Developing and printing Customer^NigattvM on the shortest notice.

FIRE

EXTINGUISHERS.

Capacity 2 galls.
Price 21/ including Charge.
Fire Buckets 2/6 each. Prices of
Hydrants on application.

Conradty Carbons, 25 pairs, 13/18, 2/3 : 14/20, 2/7 :
16/22, 3/Switches, Cut-outs, Cable and Fittings, equally as
cheap.
Solid Oak Day Bill Frames, 20/- doz.
Fire Buckets, 30/- doz. Brackets for same, 9/9 doz.
Brass Ash Trays (for fixing to seats) 2/3 doz.
Bone Reserve Seat Numbers, 2d. each. Alphabet, 3d.
each.
Scent Sprayer 7/9. Extract sufficient for 15 qts .,3/6.
Combined Film and Spool Winders, 19/9.
Announcement and Advertisement Slides, 1/- each,
9/6 doz.
and ior other useful lines at popular prices.

THE TRESS CO
™™

'Buses and Tubes to all parts.

I

™"

Book to Tottenham Court Road.

»

Monday Next

rhe Star of Bethlehem
Box form, suitable for announcing to-day's or forthcoming Features. Including complete set of alpha
bet, spacings, ornaments, etc. Size 4 ft. 3 ins. by 1 ft
3 ins., £2 17s. 6d.

4 Rathbone Place, W.

< 4 doors from oxford Street.)

'Phone

3538

GERHARD.
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THE

R I NEMAT O G RAPH I ST' S LIBRARY.
Post Free

Price 2/6 Net.
Price 61- Net, (Second Enlarged Edition).
Postage 6d. extra.

400 Pages.
300 Illustrations.

The Kinematograph Weekly.
The original and recognised leading
organ of the Motion Picture Industry.
Circulation

Kalee No. 3

A guide for those starting, and a helpful reference
work for those already in the business.
Price 2/6 Net.

6/6 per annum, post free.

MARE A POINT OF SEEING THE

A carefully compiled "handbook for Managers,
Proprietors and Exhibitors.

is a complete treatise on the history, theory, and practice of
Motion Kinematography, by COLIN N. BENNETT, F.C.S.,
in collaboration with legal and business experts, etc.

Id. Weekly.

/"-

HOW TO RUN A
PICTURE THEATRE.

THE HANDBOOK OF
KINEMATOGRAPHY
A comprehensive guide and reference book for all interested
in Kinematography.

3

»

Postage 3d. extra.

AND

PLAYING TO PICTURES.
A Guide for Pianists and Conductors of Motion Picture Theatres,
by W. TYACKE GEORGE.

The Excelsior Models,

Full of valuable and original advice, also instructions for Pianists,
Conductors, Managers, and Proprietors of Picture Shows.

2/8 Post Free.

No.

THE CINEMATOGRAPHISTS
LICENSING LAW.

12,750 weekly.

Its premier position makes it essential to everyone in the Trade.

I and

2

A powerful treatise on the law affecting Picture and Variety Theatres.

2d. Monthly.

5/- per annum, post free.

THE MONTHLY FILM RECORD.
The Buyer's and Hirer's Guide to the
Complete Film Releases of the month.

COLOURED PICTURE POSTERS.
Attractive up-to date placards, choice designs and brilliant colouring,
suitable for all subjects.

Photographic Lenses.
Andrews.

288 pages,

WEEKLY STATEMENT SHEETS.
Printed on card or cloth-lined paper, 6d.

By G. T. Harris.

134 pages,

A simple treatise.

is. 6d.

Gives in definite figures the prices of hiring film from 5 feet to 1,000 feet, at prices
from lO/- to 70/- per 1.000. A necessity for Film Hirers and Film Renters.
Can only be obtained from the KINEMATOGRAPH WEEKLY.
9 and 11 Tottenham Street, London, W.

Post free.

By Conrad Beck and Herbert

is.

The Art of Projection or complete lantern manual, by An Expert. Full insiructions t<>r inauipula'ing triple and othrr lanterns and articles on machines,
accessories, *tc. 100 choice engravings. Postage is. 3d.

Photography in a Nutshell, by the Kernel.

Contain* chapters on lantern
work, aïs., many useful items on development, etc., useful to the laoternist.
78th thousand, is. Postage 3d.

The Photographic Colourlst, by J. W. Neville.
Series."

One of the "Nutshel
Tieats of colouring and preparing lantern slides. 6d. Postage 2dl

Lens Work for Am teurs, by H. Oiford. 3s

Living Pictures: Their history, 1 hoto production, and practical working, with
By Henry V.

M.A.,

The Stereoscope and Stereo Photography, by b". Drouin.

F.R.S., with 5

2/-

Postage 3d.

The Optics of Photography and Photographic Lenses. By J. T. Taylor.
3s Od. Postage 3d.
The Optical Lantern and Kinematograph Journal. Vols. 1 and 2. Bound

cloth and lettered. Contain many articles by experts, recipes and useful
information on lanterns, projectors, slides, films, etc. Profusely illustrated.
Solendid reference works 1er operators and the Trade. 3s. each, Postage 6d.

Essay on Kinematographs. W. C. Hughes. 3d. Postage id.

The Magic Lantern and its muigement. T. C. Hepworth.
is. Cloth is. od. Postage 3d.
Lantern Slide Making and Exhibiting.

Optical Lantern as an Aid in Teaching, by C. H. Bjthamley,
F.C .S. 6d.

Optical Lanterns and Accessories ; how to make and manage thtm, incluaing
instructions on making slides. Edited by Paul N. Hasluck. is. Ho tage 3d

Lantern Slides, by J. A. Hodgts

1/-
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10 illustrations,

The Kinematograph in Science, Education, and Matters of State, by
Post free on application.

Postage id.
F .I .C.,

2/.

Can be obtained from thé Publishers—

E. T. HERON

& CO.,

Kinemnrto B raph°we2£iy,"

We shall be pleased to see all our friends.

Geometrical Optics. An elementary treatise upon the theory and its practical

stereoscopic Phenomena of Light and Sight. By Theodore Brown, 3/6Chirles UrD<*n, F.Z.*>.
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THE EXHIBITION,
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application to the more exact measurements of op ical properties.
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The Finest Projectors in the World
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A perfect systematising of Picture Theatre Aceounts, simple in arrangement
but effective in result.

Every Film issued with full information and synopsis is
given each month in Alphabetical and concise manner.
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The necessity for perfect leleaiiilMiess
tod. the removal af all duat from
theatres, is a .point ipajtent to all. and,
accntrdiTigly, considerable interest is centred in Ithe special exhibit of this Co. It is an electric vacuum cleaner specially ComElectrical
Appliances Co.

— 8 New Compton Street London, W.C—
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\ ROUND THE STANDS I
AT THE SHOW.
J

represented in the Renters' Section.
They are not making
any elaborate show, but at the same time, it is serving its purpose
in keeping the firm's features right to the front. Their stand
provides a meeting place for their many clients, and a reception
room for prospective clients. Then, in their projecting room
they exhibit some of the films with which their name has become
associated, and unusual interest is centred in " The Argentine
Tango " dance, in which Miss Phyllis Dare and Mr. George
Grossmith co-operate with such happy artistic results.. In
connection with tins feature, delightful descriptive music is
furnished by Messrs. Murdoch Murdoch & Co.'s " Orchestriano."

______ ^ "mca v.- L-

26 .l>osebery Avenue umlaut

3

WEEKLY

Music and .pictures are so closely associated in, the most popular form of
entertainment of the day, that with
the impi> <vemeut of one a .correlative improvement has been
essential in the pother. Pictures have admittedly made big
strides forward tuwnrds artistic completeness within the past
few months, but, it. has been left to only one or two enterprising firms to endeavour to bring anisic to the front in accord
with it. Messrs Murdoch, M'urd'oeh and Ck>. aretotbcfoie
among these 'firms, and bv the invention of instruments of exceptionally comprehensive .powers they have given picture
theatres an opportunity to put the musical portion of their entertainment on the same plane as the pictures. Two of the chief
Murdoch,
MurdOCh and Co.

©
Let

Let us quote you for a NON=FLAM
Safety "Programme for your hall.
We have a service of 5,000 ft.
Monday and Thursday Change
for £5.

us

quote you

for a

6000

feet

Celluloid Programme
from

one to

fcur

weeks

old.

Newcombe s Tap-S-tre Decorations, Ltd.
are manufacturers of decorations
- for theatres, hotels, etc., etc.,
also

the

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES CO.'S STAND.
struoted for the cleaning of theatres and music halls, etc. As it
weighs only lOlibs. it is easy ito handle, and itis aonvenieince is
shown 'in that it can Tie worked 'frcjn any wall plug or electric
lamp sack*. We aire informed that Ithe cleaner has .been adopted
by the Royal Society of Medicine because ctf its tpflaved efficiency.
The Kinematograph Trading Co. .'"whose
business in Shaftesbury Avenue, W„ is
expanding at a rate one would expect
with the knowledge that those at its
head are not wanting cither in enterprise or enthusiasm—aie
Kinematograph
Trading Co.

famous

ALUM ALITE

MURDOCH & MURDOCH'S STAND.

PROJECTION SCREEN
for Kinematography.

See our Stand and Specialities whilst at the Exhibition.

Our works address is

ST. GERMAN'S MILLS, HITHER GREEN LANE, LONDON, S.E.

KINEMATOGRAPH TRADING CO.'S STAND.

instruments which have emanated from their factory are called
the " Duoclavier" and the " Ore he.5 tri a no," both of which ure
exhibited at their stand —in fact, such is the musile they
evolve that they bring visitors to the stand from all parts of
the hall. The "Duoclavier" is a combination .of pipeiorgian .and
upright grand piano played by one performer from the keyboards. The instmment is of large dimensions, and has an artistic silvered pipe front and elaborately carved (black oak case.
The organ is entirely pneumatic and is quite pimple in construction. It is Mown by a small electric motor and contains
four complete rows of organ pipes, with seven stops.
The instrument can be either used as an organ, a piano or both. For
high class Kinematograph theatres this is «in instrument which

THE KINEMATOGRAPH DAILY.
should satisfy all requirements. The " Urchestriauo" is a most
effective conubi nation of reed organ /and zither effects, etc. It is
said to be the only combination which contains four complete
rows of extra large scaled organ reeds, which are specially
voiced for great power and variety of tone. Every orchestral
effect is under the hand of one performer, and although it is so
powerful it is easy to manipulate, the ordinary Kinenia pianist
(being .able to get all effects /after |one hour's practice. The instrument is specially constructed with a view to withstand the
hard work of a picture theatre.

Although they have established a hum
reputation as theatre furnishing contractors of a high standard, Messrs.
Whiting and Bosisto, I<td., do /wisely to stage some of their
features, ifor n|jt only cmajy this introduce them to many who
were previously unaware oî the distinctive qualities of the firm's
productions, but means that the wider adoption .of itlheir furnishings through their display tends to .the increased comlfort and
convenience of the public who frequent our piotfure theatres.
The firm ajre showing some ctf tlheir special tip-up chairs, tub
easy tip-up chairs, and also a group .of their patent (portable
Whiting and
Bosisto.

THE KINEMATOGRAPH DAILY.
This firm's exhibit comprise four different kinds of their well-known ticketissuing machines, and a pay-box in
which one of the machines is installed, to demonstrate the
efficiency .of the system on which the checktaker is built. The
Accurate Checktaker has' the endorsement of time and experience that its title js not belied. It IS accurate in its operation, is not so involwed in mechanism as to make it easily
vulnerable to accidents or to derangement, looks well, and is
durable. The Accurate Checktaker has, in fact, many qualifications which make it a desirable acquisition for the box office
of picture theatres. The number of persons admitted to the
Accurate
Checktaker.

This firm do not believe in osteirta
fcioua show but in the sterling quality
of their productions. . "Silence oir
s|>eaks louder than sound." lAt amy rate, two of their most
meritorious subjects are on show, "Pilgrim'^ Progress" in th<
Educational Section, and "After [Fifty Years" ,in the "Best Films
of the World" Section, and on their reception they pin their
faith. So far this has not been misplaced. And one can under,
stand this. "After Fifty Years" has proved a most successPu
production, and its story is one of genuine pa'thos and graphic
realism "Pilgrim's Progress,'' too, As a .contribution to oui
library of films which has helped conclusively to prove that the
Kinema can be adapted to serve as a potent force in educationail
and religious teaching. The New Agency Qilasi had through its
hands many other "'winners," among" them some off the best
achievements of 'the studios off such firms as Ambrosio, Pasquali and Svea.
They have their fingers on the pulse of the
Trade's happenings, .and those exhibitors whom they serve have
reason to feel satisfied with the service rendered.

A number of the models wf tip-up seats
and continuous seating, manufactured
primarily for picture .theatres at the
Harcourt Works, Cradley Heatlij are shown by' this firm, who
are known, not merely by name in many different parts of the
country, but by their contributions to a very important section
of motion picture establishments. The seating of places of
Cradley
Carriage Co.

THÉ

CRADLEY CARRIAGE I
CRADLEY* HEATHS

New Agency Co.

"CRADI.EV|CARRIAGE^ Co.'s STAND.
amusement is not an .insignificant point in the .view of the astute
exhibit* i for experience has taught him that where comfort is
provided—with the right kind of pictures, cf course—there success lies in attracting and fastening patronage. And the seating
provided by the Ciadley Carriage Co., as this exhibition proves
most clearly, have real individuality and an outstanding excellence in the oualitv of materials and workmanship.

This manufacturer of optical grour.c
lenses and other accessories of Kine
matograph machines—such as brass
jackets and mounts—sh)>w3 a diverse selection from Ms compte,
hemsive stock. . Among the principal features aire condensei
glasses, pla.no Cx, bi-convex and imaniscus lenses; double achromatic projection lenses of the "GHoxia" type; "Cindo" condenser
mounts adapted to fit the new octagon condenser; a "Hfctme''
Kinematograph machine, neat and compact and well1 made. AD
these merit attention.
Maurice M.
Hummel.

ACCURATE CHECKTAKER LTD'S. STAND.

WHITING & BOSISTO'S C;TAND
tip-up châtra, which require no fixing, and for which there is
a growing demand. They have also on .view an attractive settee
to accommodate two persons, suitable for a theatre lounge,
which could be made addition ally attractive by the introduction
of one iof the firm's divan easy chairs. For the manager's room
the firm are showing a compact /writing desk and bookcase combined, in solid oak, a /really handsome .piece of furniture. Side
by side with it on the stand isi an attractive solid oak 'pedestal
writing desk—a useful ladju.nct to the office. The firm also show
a gcodly range of germi-destroying perfumes, the popularity of
which is attested lb.y the budget of testimonials they posteess.
This firm lias one af the most striking
advertisements in the Exhibition. No
one who uses his eyes cam possibly miss
it. It consists of a balloon thirty feet in diameter, of 30,000
cubit feet capacity and occupying a prominent position under
the roof space. We understand that the balloon has to be taken
down each morning for the purpose of re-inflation and that it
takes no fewer than seven men to handle it while this process
is in course of opération. For the purpose of filling the balloon
the Essanay Go. have had a special gas producing plant installed
at the Exhibition. That Ithe balloon acts as an effective advertisement of the well-known, and deservedly popular Essanay
photoplays will be generally admitted. The (Company have, in
addition, had five poster hoardings, five feet by sixteen feet in
size, erected fbr the purpose of displaying samples of the stock
posters of the Essanay produotionk These range from doufblecrown to six sheet, and make a ,most alluring display.
The
Essanay Co.

Sceno|froin " Flying A " Film.

THE ORPHAN'S MINE.
Length 982 It.

Released May 3rd.

theatre is unerringly checked and the total takings can be
Gauged at any moment accordingly.
The machines register
separately the number of tickets .spld at, one, two, three or four
different prices' and their adoption has ween found to be an
effective preventive of fraud on the part of moneytaker and
checktaker for tickets cannot be issued without gping through
the.machine and being registered, nor can the fchecktaker return
them SUT reptitiously for re-issue, for the record cannotjbejmanipulated with feloniious intentions.
AH these points are worth
bearing in mind when visitors inspect these machines, when
they can make thase tests for themselves.
An incomparable means of amusement
and instruction has .been placed within
tlie reach df all by the introduction .of
a "home" kinomaitograpli. .And the Pathescope is a machine of
this typé which .ooaribioerj with the precision and finish of its
mechaniàm, the utmost simplicity Ah operation. Of a handy size
and weight, giving .really excellent results) without the need of
any electrical plant, connections, on- other accessories (by an ingenious contrivance it produces its awn electric light), it .is a
scientific instrument, of real value. Free demonstrations' of tne
Pathescope are given bv the company at (frequent intervals to
prove all that is claimed for it is fully justified, and the individual exhibits at their stand include projectors, magnetos, .enses
rollers, spools, incandescent lamps, screen and screen frames, and
last but bv no means least, spools of the .non-inflammable film
which is speciallv manufactured for the Pathescope, and in coniunction with the use of incandescent lamps, eliminates ah danger from fire. Another exhibit by the firm are Pathescope
cameras.
These are primarily devised for private use, and
pa.rtiicn'krlv for .those who desire to take Kinemiaitograph pictures
for reprodiiction. on the Paithesoope. These are capital little
machines capable of admirable results.

The Co. who manufacture this ingenious contrivance are exhibiting quite a
variety of telescopic 'ladders, extension
trestles', automatic platfi'rm steps, etc. The valine of these
things for cleaning, decorating, and other purposes df the like,
are so apparent as to preclude any need of dwelling upon them.
Acme Patent
Ladder.

Th; ?.ilïeîO)î.

Sccr.e from " Plying A" Film.

THE GREATER
Length 997 ft.

LOVE.
Released April 26th
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The exhibit of the Harper Electric Piano Co.,
Harper
Ltd., is a most attractive one. It consists
Electric Piano.
of a variety Of musical instruments suitable
for picture theatre showmen. One of the
most conspicuous features at the stand is their well-known
orchestral piano, consisting of a piano and organ combined;
while the Harper Electric piano, which can be played by electricity as well as by hand, and the Harper violin electric piano,
an instrument which gives the effect of a violin orchestra, are
two other exhibits that attract a lot of well-warranted attention.
A new instrument, which is exhibited for the first time, is an
electric piano containing two music rolls controlled by a single
operator. One roll of music is of a lively character, and the
other roll is of a type suitable for playing while serious films are
being shown. The operator can start or stop the piano, and
put on whichever roll of music is most suitable, by simply
pressing a button. It is an instrument for which a wide demand
may be anticipated, as it does away with the necessity of having
a pianist, and also with the objection which is sometimes raised
that it is difficult to get suitable music to correspond with the

Beat is vacant, being automatically extinguished when the seat
ds occupied. The light, Iwhich we are toM, consumes a. very
nominal current, is not sufficient to incommode typedtaiU. ira in
any way, Jilor does it interfere in the Slightest with the projection rtiys. Mr. iLepine, Pmetfect of Ithe Paris Police, has given
the invention his benedioticn,, reporting that it is eafe in itself
and an important and sure security of Ithe public.
The only exhibit of (this firm is their
Day and jNight Screen, ibujt this one
1
exhibit cannot he discounted because
it (stands. alone. Bather the reverse. Anything else might detract from the value of thtisi speciality, .which has stood the
severest of all tests—the ,test_ of time. This exhibit does not,
however, comprise only a finished screen. The firm &h.<w the
various processes of .its manufacture, proving to ail .who may
be interested ,that it lis not an ordinary calico manufactured
screen but the product of scientific investigation in ithe laboratory. As a daylight screen, to paraphrase Mr.
Jliii N. Ben.
net't whose judgment no one will question, it shows itsielf .callable of .rendering satisfactorily projected Kinemiitograph pictures ,at 75 feet throw and with a projection current of ,70
amperes.
The high lights of pictures suffer no appreciable
degradation joy its use. . As a night ,sc-reen it has pruved (that
it can bring about a saving of about 80 per cent, of the current which wtuild .Giove had to foe used to obtain approximately
eimilar .résulta with a whitened screen. In the projection of
black ( and white, and also of coloured films ..there is Wt 110 time
apparent any li iss of detail Hr purity of colour .rendering hut
rather the reverse.
.The screen ,is in .use in many of She
largest Kinematograph theatres in .the country and one has
just Ibeen erected the /firm's representative at the Exhibition
inform* us. in yf.he -New Globe Theatre. Leicester £5qt\ure, London. W. The firm instance .that the daylight ybows at ,which
their Eicreens were used include the White Oity Daylight
Cinema,, the Dover Open Air Cinema, and the .Brighton: West
Pier Cinema.
Day and Night
Screens.

VLany of those who visit the Exhibition will be surprised at the .ingenuity
of the devices which ore embodied in
the varied apparati used in connection with Kineimatograpby.
Some of them .are most involved, but others are the acme of
simplicity—and by a strange perversity it is the simple tilings
that are invariably the most reliable and the most effective.
New ideas are always welcomed by the Trade, and the .augmentors of these idetis find them (remunerative, ao th,at g'f any
visitors' to the Exhibition who are of ,'in inventive turn olf
miind1, and can evolve some new idea, novel and /efficient in its
purpose, they would do well to unburden themselves.
They
may be advised iin the first instance to communicate /with Mr.

Rayner, the well known patent agent ,of j57, Chancery Lane,
W.O., who has mode m special study of inventions and patents
in the moving picture world. Mr. Rayner is a "safe" 'man,
and it is worth knowing when there are so infamy sharps waiting to catch the flats. In a recent 'interview with Mr. Rayner
we gathered that this seition of the work of the Patent Office
way .much heavier and more important than even ,we had imagined-, although we knew that nearly everything in Kinematography is clc-sely associated with patents.
The number of
patent applications increase ireguiarly, and when a particular
subject becomes of paramount importance, then great pressure
is /brought on the .work of the Examiners at the Patent Office,
with consequent -unavoidable delays. Mr. Rayner says that,
fit .the present time, 4. lour photography is the absorbing subject, and he estimates that thousands of pounds are being
spent iin the endeavour to get a simple colour process adaptable
for screen |Work by the ordinary projector iso as to avoid expense (and alterations awl new machines; and it would appear
probable that same really important innovations are likely to
come about -.in this important interest. The "Kinematograph
Weekly" natuwally prides itself on keeping iin touch with every
new item in the Trade, but of course it .will be /readily understood that the Patent Agent .meets the inventor at the earliest
stages', and naturally, as far as inform at1! on is concerned, "gets
there first" ,and knows exactly what ,is going ,on. The number
. i inventions in small .details have .greatly surprised us, and
it lis satisfactory ,to know that the Trade as a body are very
ente1 jnïsing 1111 1 always ready to look into and take up a really
good novelty. That kinematography is >a .rich field for the
invc.ter is certain, for the whole e o m- us bu i e;s h ,s beea
built up 1 ai /inventions and patents'. Within a short period of
years the whole Art has been developed from a child's toy to
an immense .business, and this subject of kinematography has
a great advantage over. other subjects of inventions.! and that
is, that the same .apparatus /and patents apply equally to every
country. The patentee „has therefore a much wider area for
profits .than .in lany other subjects, which .are often limited in
accordance with the tvages, climate and prejudices found in
different eountiiiesi.

Rayner and CO.

HARPER ELECTRIC PIANO

(1910)

Co.'s STAND.

style of film being shown. Another exhibit consists of the
Harper ticket-issuing machine, which for the purpose of the
Exhibition are offered at a reduction of twenty to thirty per
cent, below the usual prices. This reduction is made with .the
object of endeavouring to secure a large number of orders at the
Exhibition, and the usual price will be reverted to when the
show is over. The Harper vaporisers are also displayed, together with the Harper Sprayol " essence for using with this
effective little appliance. The Harper " Singing Birds " (pennyin-the-slot) attiact a good deal of attention at the stand, and
these would seem to be specially suitable for picture- theatre
proprietors to place in entiance halls, and as the cost is only
£8 15s., it would not take many months before they would defray
their own cost by the pennies which the public put into the
slot. A still further exhibit on this stand consists of the " Majestic " I'athephone. which plays 20 inch records with the effect
of a small band, while there are also smaller " Pathcphones "
and a selection of 1). Harper & Co's advertising novelties
suitable lor picture theatre proprietors to distribute to patrons.
A novel and ingenious liftfcle invention,
known as the Kenny Automatic Electric Signal System is deimonsltrated at
a stand 'by MT. Arthur Inkersley, who holds the patent rights
âax several countries. The purpose of the invention is to .enable
patrons of places of public entertainment to perceive at once—
even when, the auditorium is darkened'—without help off aw attendant what seats are vacant. Glass jewels, electrically illuminated, aire set at the back of each chain, 'and glow when the
Automatic
Signal System.

Scene from " Flying A " Film. ,

THE
Length 1,000 ft.

FUGITIVE.
Released April 9t,i,

Practical Value of the Moving Picture.
LAST NIGHT'S INTERESTING ADDRESS.
NfcJt the least interesting of the several addresses given on
the subject of the -good . infvuenee that can 'be exerted for industrial welfare by the Kineniatograph, was that 'by Mr. H.
C. -Banwell, of the National Cash ^Register Co-., Tottenham
Court Road, yesterday. This G-mpa'-.y h's bee -; using moving
pictures lto educate its staff, mat only .in its gigantic factory
at Daiyton, Chi'i, where some seven thousand men are continually
employed, but at all its principal branches throughout the ghlbe:
and there are two spacious theatres, fi telv equipped at the Tottenham Court Branch. The Company, as Mr. Banwell explained,
does not confine its attention, with its films, .to merely illustrating its commercial aims. Ibut d'evctes the major part to the
question .of promoting hygiene, aware that bealllth and wealth are
practically synonymous term-i. But -the object of Ma-. BanweT*
address, .although avowedly designed to further the commercial
interests of his Company, was- to furnish clear evidence that
moving pictures can, as Ma 'Company has proved, greatly advance commercial prosperity and, collaterally, industrial welfare
and hygiene. He o unsetled. a mi ore general employment of this
remarkable application of science to .human enlightenment and
entertainment, particularly in large stores .and factories where
education, improved shop conditions, persi mal welfare, could be
7)T(imo'terl side bv side wath nature And industrial study. 'By
(means ctf the Kin-emntog.raph it is possible, he emphasised, tn
impress upon etmpllyees, am faict every grade of workers, the
iim!n«i(tan>ee of night habite of living, of p-ars-nal health .and
efficiency, as weJM iasi broadening their outlook on social and industrial progress, science, travel and all the thousand and one
other subjects helpful (towards wider unideirstanding and Itlhe
p-omotiicin of greater contentment-
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TODAY

(WEDNESDAY).

To-day (Wednesday) the Religious Conference takes place,
when a number of subjects of interest to those who have the
welfare of the Church at heart will be discussed. Several distinguished speakers have promised to contribute to the general
discussion, including the Bishop of Birmingham, Sir F. F, Bibsey, J. P., the Rev. A. J. Waldron, Vicar of Brixton (who has
written a great deal on the subject of the Kinematograph) and
the Rev. A. J. Douglas. The subjects to be discussed at the
Conference will include : "The Kinema in the Church" (from
10.30 till 12.30) ; " The Kinema in the Sunday School " (from
2.30 to 4.30), and "The Kinema in its Relation to Moral and
Religious Subjects " (from 7.30 to 9.30). Arising out of these
subjects, such topics as the value of the Kinematograph in relation to missionary enterprise, and the advisability of eliminating
pictures showing burglaries, murders and other aspects of crime,
will be discussed.
THURSDAY.

On Thursday there will be a united Conference of the Religious, Educational, Social and Industrial Welfare sections
when such subjects as " Town Planning and Garden City Work,"
and " How to Improve the Kinema Theatre " will be considered
in the morning and afternoon, whilst a Navy League .program
will occupy the attention of speakers from 7.30 to 9.30. .
FRIDAY.

Morning, afternoon and evening will be given over to the consideration of Educational subjects on Friday. From 10.30 till
12.30 the question of " The Kinematograph as an Educational
Medium " will be discussed, when the speakers will include the
Rev. the Hon. E. Lyttleton, Sir A. K. Rollit, and Mr. A. P.
Graves. From 2.30 to 4.30 " Nature Studies " will form the
subject of contributions by Dr. W. G. Sleight, Dr. Kimnrins
and Miss Von Wyss. In the evening (from 7.30 to 9.30) Mr.
F. W. Sanderson, Mr. A. Burrell and Mr. A. P. Graves (late
H.M. Inspector of Schools) will discourse on " Story Telling."

Scene from " LFlying A " Film.

WHEN THE
Length 992 ft.

LIGHT

FADES.
Released April 19th,
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Lighting the Picture Theatre
An Interesting Exhibit at the Show.

K

INEMATOGRAPHY as a scientific process has vastly
improved, and the modern film and its projection are
technically perfect. This, however, does not entirely
explain the increasing popularity of the picture theatre amongst
the middle and upper classes.
Well-projected pictures are, of course, preferable to the
shuddering screen effects of the past, and the appreciation of
this fact is partly responsible for the prosperity of modern

—i

~i

L^

throughout on the basis of a scheme prepared by the British
Thomson-Houston Company's Illuminating Engineer's Department. The photographs of the lounge and auditorium of Holderness Hall, which are reproduced, will give a good idea of the
soft, well-diffused illumination produced by the Eye-Rest system. These photographs were taken at night by the unaided
light of the Eye-Rest fittings, and have not been retouched in
any way.
In the Eye-Rest system of kinematograph lighting, the illumination is obtained indirectly by secondary reflection from the
ceiling. By means of an upturned metal or plaster bowl, suitably ornamented, and containing powerful X-ray silvered glass
reflectors, the light from the lamps is first thrown on to the
ceiling, and from there, distributed uniformly over the whole
auditorium. One of the chief advantages of the B.T.H. EyeRest system in this connection is that the quality and diffusion

CARNEGIE MUSEUM
^=EXPEDITION—
Roping Big Game on Top of the World.
Original Alaska Siberian Motion Pictures.
Thrilling Hunting Scenes under the Midnight Sun.

Comedy, Tragedy and Pathos from Nature's Everlasting Drama.

FOR SALE.
Territorial rights for any part of the British Isles.
These Pictures are now on Exhibition at the New Gallery Kinema, Regent St.,

u
B. T. H.

for the 3rd week, and meeting with enormous success.

Eye-rest Lighting in Vestibule and Lounge in Holderness Hall.
Hull. Untouched night photograph.

kinematography.
But the most potent factor in this uplifting
of the industry has been the recognition by kinema proprietors
that if they arc to compete successfully with theatres and music
halls, their premises must be equipped and decorated in the most
comfortable and luxurious manner, in addition to providing
a good entertainment. Some of the newer kinematograph hall;,
surpass, in regard to the beauty and attractiveness of theninteriors, many fashionable West End theatres.
Many of them, however, are imperfect in one important
respect, namely, the lighting of the auditorium. This is generally of a very ineffective and uncomfortable nature. Sometimes
bare electric lamps are fixed close to the ceiling, sometimes they
are suspended nearer the floor, and are covered with lightabsorbing silk shades, but rarely is there evidence of any attempt
to arrange the lighting on scientific and hygienic lines. It is
refreshing! therefore, to note that in the case of Holderness
Hall, Hull's new picture theatre, the illuminating engineer and
the architect have worked together to design a lighting installation worthy of its surroundings. As a preliminary it was decided that the comfort of the public demanded that all light
sources, i .e., lamps, should be entirely invisible. With ordinary
direct lighting, the light sources, whether shaded or not, are
visible to an extent, and to the same extent arc uncomfortable
when switched on after a period of darkness. The B.T.H.
Eye-Rest system of indirect lighting was accordingly installed

There are fortunes to be made with these pictures by up-to-date Showmen.
All existing bookings will be transferred to purchasers of exclusive territorial rights.
Responsible parties only dealt with.
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Eye-reU Lighting in Auditorium of Holderness Hall, Hull.
Untouched night photograph.

ot the illumination[are so good, that it is possible to[keep'a single
lamp alight in each fitting without spoiling the screen effects
in any way. Eye-Rest lighting permits the maintenance during
performance of a subdued illumination sufficient for the perusal
of programs, and to render gangway and portable lights unnecessary for the guidance of those who enter while a picture is
showing. In the intervals, all the lamps can be switched on,
and the theatre flooded with a more brilliant, but still mellow
and restful illumination, in which, as the lamps are hidden by
the bowl of the fitting, there is no glare to distract the attention
and weary the eyes of the audience.
The Lime Street Picture House, Liverpool, is also lighted on
the B.T.H. Eye-Rest system.
The British Thomson-Houston Company have a stand at the
Kinematograph Exhibition, and interested readers should makca. point of visiting it and inspecting the various B.T.H. kinematograph lighting specialities.
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